YOUR LIFE. YOUR DECISION.

Healthy Cells. Healthy Life.

Zinc has a role in the process of cell division and contributes to a normal DNA
and protein synthesis, as well as to the protection of cells from oxidative stress.
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Renewal starts within our cells.
Cells are the building blocks of life and fulfill vital functions in our
bodies. If we want to stay healthy longer, we have to take care
of our cells. Autophagy, maintenance of the body’s cell recycling
and cell renewal processes, is of particular importance. It ensures
the disposal of harmful cellular waste. This process decreases
with age.
We developed spermidineLIFE® based on more than 10 years of
research in cooperation with internationally distinguished cell
researchers. It is the first nutritional supplement in the world
made of natural wheat germ extract with a high spermidine
content, promoting cell renewal.1
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spermidineLIFE® is based on the research and scientific findings
of the University of Graz. spermidineLIFE® is the product of years
of cooperation in scientific basic research. It tested positively for
safety and tolerability 3 by several independent, leading clinics
and universities and is currently being used in studies for further
research.
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Innovative production technique.
Nature is our model, therefore we use a natural substance to
obtain concentrated spermidine – wheat germ. We use pure water for our unique, innovative extraction process, developed for
spermidineLIFE® over several years at the University of Graz.
After the concentration process, the sensitive spermidine and
all other important components of wheat germ are preserved
using the especially gentle freeze-drying process. The obtained
wheat germ extract consists of our concentrated CelVio
Complex with many natural wheat substances, such as
spermidine, spermine, unsaturated fatty acids, and minerals.
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The CelVio Complex.
Nature is our model. This is why we developed a highly customized extraction process for spermidineLIFE® to obtain the unique
CelVio Complex. In addition to concentrated spermidine, it contains a plethora of other natural substances, such as unsaturated
fatty acids, vitamins, and minerals. We use water as a natural solvent and create a 100% natural product, without the use of artificial spermidine in any step of the production process.
The CelVio Complex is present in all spermidineLIFE® products
to ensure that our customers receive the very best that nature
has to offer.

i
High Spermidine Content Guaranteed
The spermidine content of wheat germ can vary significantly. This is why we not only test the wheat germ for
quality and purity, but also spermidine content before
extraction. This is the best way to ensure the highest
quality standard and spermidine content.
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The secret of
cell renewal.
The cell – the building block
of life.
Cells are the smallest unit of
life, but play a crucial role in
the human body.
Cell types have
different tasks,

Healthy Cells.
Healthy Life.
1

age at different
rates, and use a
variety of mechanisms to renew
themselves and
remain active.

Protection against oxidative stress plays a major role in
maintaining cellular functions.
Zinc in spermidineLIFE® protects cells against oxidative
stress and supports the body’s
own cell renewal. It also con8

tains vitamin B1, also known as thiamine, which contributes to
normal metabolism.
If we want to stay healthy longer, we have to take care of our cells.
Regular exercise, a healthy, varied diet, sufficient sleep, and avoiding
stress help us keep our cells healthy. Autophagy, maintenance of
the body’s cell recycling and cell renewal processes, is of particular
importance.
It ensures the disposal of harmful cellular waste, keeping our cells
young and healthy. This process decreases with age. However, it can
be supported with a healthy lifestyle, health-conscious nutrition,
and regular, long breaks between meals.
Spermidine, a unique plant compound of the polyphenol group, is
rightly receiving scientist’s attention. The spermidine content in our
bodies’ cells decreases as we age.

Cell renewal occurs through cell division and autophagy:
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Innovative implementation of scientific
findings.
Longevity Labs+ was founded to meet the challenges we face as
a society and in our families: average life expectancy is constantly
increasing. Longevity Labs+ helps individuals to be as active
as possible during their increasing life spans. To resolve this,
not only our own research team, but also some of the best cell
researchers in the world accepted this challenge.
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Our research results led us to a simple yet effective solution.
The result is spermidineLIFE®: with natural spermidine, zinc, and
vitamin B1.
Content:

Wheat germ extract with high spermidine content,
zinc, thiamine (vitamin B1).

Intake:

2 capsules once a day with food.
Each daily dose contains 800 mg wheat germ extract,
1 mg of which is spermidine
Cell
renewal1

i
Find out more about spermidine, Longevity Labs+
and our Scientific Advisory Board at
spermidineLIFE.com and follow us at

.
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Our innovation. For immune cells.2
Our bodies consist of billions of cells with numerous functions and
structures.
Every cell has a specific task – so do the cells of our immune
system.
Our body’s defense system consists, among others, of numerous
blood cells, including leukocytes, that is white blood cells. These
cells are generated in the bone marrow and form the bulk of our
immune system. Their main task is to defend against pathogens.
Leukocytes are an integral part of our immune system, protecting
us against pathogens such as viruses, bacteria, and parasites.
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Strengthening immune cells.2
Regular exercise, functioning cells, and a balanced diet are the
foundations of a robust immune system. The immune system’s
function decreases with age; therefore, our bodies can use
additional support. The same is true for increased immune system
burdens, for example, due to stress.
Our cells play an important role for immune system response. The
supply of micronutrients is decisive for the support of cell functions and
cell renewal. spermidineLIFE® Immune: an innovative combination
of immunoactive micronutrients, wheat germ extract with a high
spermidine content, vitamin B1, and organic shiitake mushroom
powder in one supplement.
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spermidineLIFE® Immune.
Supports immune cells.2
Supports the body’s immune system 2
and promotes cell health1
For nutritive assistance during times
of increased immune system burden2
Immune
cells 2

1 Zinc has a role in the process of cell division and contributes to a normal DNA and
protein synthesis, as well as to the protection of cells from oxidative stress.
2 Vitamin C and Zinc contribute to the normal function of the immune system.
3 Aging (Albany NY). 2018;10(1):19-33 doi: 10.18632/aging/101354
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For Your Cell Renewal.
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Zinc has a role in the process of cell division and contributes to a normal DNA and
protein synthesis, as well as to the protection of cells from oxidative stress.

TLL The Longevity Labs GmbH
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